DTIC Public Website

Where did my DTIC Information Go?

How do I search the Public website site?
The Public website content can be easily navigated by using various methods. You will be able to search the site content by using the search bar (location top page) by selecting “DTIC Public site.” Another option can be located in the left side menu by clicking on “Find It” and selecting either DTIC A-Z or Quick Navigation Guide. In addition, DTIC A-Z and Quick Navigation Guide are both accessible from the top blue menu bar and the footer under “FAQ” on every DTIC Public web page.

How can I access the DTIC products I used to access via the DTIC Public homepage? (i.e., DoDTechSpace, DoDTechipedia, Analytics, Information Analysis Centers, Defense Innovation Marketplace, Budget Tools, RDDS, etc.)?
You will be able to locate DTIC products from the homepage in the left side menu section in two locations: “R&E Gateway” and “Resources.” From these tabs, you will be able to click on the product you wish to access.

Where can I find DTIC News Wire?
The homepage will have a revolving slide show that will serve as your resource for the latest information about DTIC products and services and the S&T community initiatives.

Where can I find DTIC Announcements or the latest information regarding the R&E Community?
This type of information can be found in the left menu section called “Highlights.”

How can I get Help from a DTIC Representative?
You can access DTIC contact information on the top blue menu bar by clicking on “Contact Us.”

Where can I locate DTIC’s latest Strategic Plan?
The plan will be located in the left menu section called “Highlights.”

How can I access “Ask a Librarian?”
You will be able to locate “Ask a Librarian” on the top blue menu bar, by clicking on “Contact Us.”

Where can I locate DTIC Training Information?
The training information can be found in multiple locations. The information can be accessed on the top blue menu bar by clicking on “Services.” The information can also be found in the left menu section called “Find It” and clicking on “DTIC Training.”